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OBJECTIVE

Develop 24 hour synthetic rainfall temporal distributions that can accurately predict the
peak rate of storm water runoff from rainfall events having average return periods from
1 to 100 years.

Step 1. Adjust time scale of the NRCS historical Type 2, 24 hour storm so that
50% of the rainfall depth occurs at exactly 12 hours.
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Step 2. Split the adjusted NRCS historical Type 2, 24 hour storm into two 12 hour
storms. Examine the rainfall distribution from 12 hours to 24 hours.

Step 3. Use a form of an intensity-frequency-duration equation and the method of
least squares to fit a curve to the final 12 hours of the time adjusted
NRCS historical Type 2, 24 hour rainfall temporal distribution

Intensity-frequency-duration equation form for the prediction of the depth of rainfall

where t = time in hours from 0 to 12

dP = fraction of rainfall depth

a, b, c = coefficients determined from the least squares analysis
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Objective function:

Constraints:
(6 equations: i = 1 to 6)

where: observed fraction of the rainfall taken from the table of the
aadjusted NCRS Type 2, 24 hour rainfall temporal distribution

predicted fraction of the rainfall determined from the least
ssquares analysis

   time in hours      

Values of ti and dOi used to a fit the curve:
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Step 4. Use the fitted intensity-frequency-duration equation for the initial 12 hours
of the rainfall event to complete the rainfall temporal distribution for the
entire 24 hours.

Equation that is applicable to the first 12 hours of the 24 hour temporal distribution:

where the variables were previously defined.
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Step 5. Develop a family of rainfall temporal distributions that are less severe than
the NCRS Type 2, 24 hour event.

The results of the least squares analysis yielded values of a, b and c that, when
inserted into the equation and then used in a hydrologic model, produce a peak rate of
storm water runoff slightly higher than that produced by the historical NRCS Type 2, 24
hour rainfall temporal distribution. A family of rainfall curves can now developed that will
produce lower values of the peak rate of storm water runoff. The results of the initial
least squares analysis are identified as:

Name a b c
HY_00 0.5261 1.423E-3 0.7418

A 24 hour rainfall temporal distribution that produces a minimum peak rate of storm
water runoff has a steady rainfall over the entire 24 hours. If the HY_00 rainfall temporal
distribution is plotted on the same axes as a uniform rainfall temporal distribution, the
vertical distance between the curves is an indication of the severity of the rainfall
temporal distribution. The slope of the curve at any point is the rainfall intensity. The
rainfall temporal distributions which produce the highest rate of storm water runoff have
the steepest slopes. Figure B6 shows a plot of HY_00, a uniform temporal distribution,
and a series of curves. The HY_00 is the most severe, and the severity gradually
decreases for each curve moving downward toward the uniform temporal distribution.
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A least squares analysis was performed for a series of 10 intermediate curves between
HY_00 and the uniform rainfall distribution. Table B1 shows the fractional values of the
rainfall at the various times, and the resultant coefficients for each intermediate curve.

Table B1. Time and fractional values of the rainfall depth that were used to
determine the coefficients a, b and c for each of the rainfall temporal
distributions.

Figure B6 shows a plot of the completed family of rainfall temporal distributions with
HY_00 being the most severe and HY_10 being the least severe.
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